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ABSTRACT: THE PRINCIPLE OF PARAMOUNTCY IS KEY TO SOLVING ORPHAN WELL CONFUSION
While the Orphan Well Association (“OWA”) prepares arguments for the Supreme Court of Canada, the real issues
associated with well abandonment faced by Albertans are overlooked and left behind. This paper addresses the fact
that those responsible for dealing with so-called “orphan” or “legacy’ wells are sidestepping their legal
responsibilities, quietly and most improperly assisted by the Alberta Energy Regulator, and provides an example.
Holes in Which System? According to the news media, the CEO of the Alberta Energy Regulator (the “Regulator” or
the “AER”) would have the world believe that the Alberta judiciary has “blown a hole” in how the OWA and AER
manage upstream Alberta oil and gas liabilities. The purpose of the judiciary is precisely to blow holes in any illegal
activities the judiciary becomes aware of – including any system being used by the AER contrary to law.
Rather than (1) requiring the responsible industry member to investigate, or (2) carrying out the AER’s obvious
mandate to investigate public safety issues associated with abandoned wells, the AER refuses jurisdiction to compel
industry action or to investigate. A refusal of jurisdiction constitutes a finding that the AER has no power by law to
intervene or order a remedy. In fact the AER has these powers. AER inaction is a life and death matter.
The Department of Energy, the AER’s supervising ministry, and the AER, have shared jurisdiction with respect to
ensuring responsible persons or corporations abandon wells properly, and address any subsequent issues associated
with any and all Alberta wells (active, suspended, or abandoned). Simple communication, or alternately decisions
made by AER Hearing Commissioners, are all that is needed to solve the mass confusion in Alberta and related public
safety issues. There is no need to run to Ottawa or complain to news reporters that Alberta’s comprehensive oil and
gas laws do not provide the tools for the AER to manage orphan well issues. The main problem to be solved is that
the AER has taken most of the legal tools provided by the Alberta Legislative Assembly away from itself.
The solution to Alberta’s compounding upstream oil and gas problems lie in observance and enforcement of
Alberta’s comprehensive statutory scheme as a whole. The readily available and overlooked tools, to be used by
those entrusted to manage upstream oil and gas on behalf of Albertans, are provided by way of:
•

section 23 of the Mines and Minerals Act;

•

sections 7, 9, 11, 16, 18, 20, 24, 101, and Part 11) (Orphan Fund) of the Oil and Gas Conservation Act;

•

section 36(5) of the Surface Rights Act (if applicable);

•

section 3.012(a) of the Oil and Gas Conservation Rules;

•

section 42 of the Responsible Energy Development Act; and,

•

judicial guidance as to how and when all of these legal tools are to be used, and which additional laws governing
procedure and interpretation are to additionally be used to determine the facts and expertly make decisions
of mixed fact and law. All administrative decision makers are bound by the provisions of:
o
o
o
o

the Administrative Procedures and Jurisdiction Act
the Interpretation Act
the Government Organization Act; and,
the Public Lands Act (if applicable).

The Root Problems: The tool being improperly used to block transfers of well licenses to persons legally responsible
for well abandonment issues, and all related costs, is the reclamation certificate. This misunderstood concept is not
an industry tool. Reclamation certificates are solely for protection of the landowner (and the environment in
general). They are never to be used as a tool to avoid well bore related responsibilities, but are so used in reality.
The Solution: By way of decisions being appealed by the OWA, the Alberta judiciary discussed the solution - the
doctrine or principle of paramountcy - but did not specifically turn their collective minds to application of this
principle to all problems faced by Albertans on the ground. Grant Thornton Limited, a company deserving of a medal
for potentially saving Alberta from the AER (and possibly government), challenged the AER’s jurisdiction only in very
narrow and specific regards. In broader application of the principle of paramountcy lies the broader solution.
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OVERLOOKED PROBLEMS COMPOUND
The true nature of Alberta’s so-called “orphan well” problems are caused by reliance on aspects of certain AER
Directives, which are inconsistent with associated provisions of the overriding Oil and Gas Conservation Rules (the
“OGCR”), and Oil and Gas Conservation Act (the “OGCA”), and Responsible Energy Development Act (the “REDA”).
Related to a Grant Thornton challenge of AER jurisdiction, the Alberta judiciary clearly found that when a provision
of a law is inconsistent with a prevailing law, the inferior law is inoperative to the extent of the inconsistency (with
a governing law).
The main AER Directives in the suite of policy used by the AER to “manage” (more precisely mismanage) upstream
oil and gas liabilities in general, are those listed below:


Directive 001: Requirements for Site-Specific Liability Assessments in Support of the ERCB's Liability
Management Programs



Directive 006: Licensee Liability Rating (LLR) Program and Licence Transfer Process (Appendix A).



Directive 011: Licensee Liability Rating (LLR) Program - Updated Industry Parameters and Liability Costs



Directive 067: Applying for Approval to Hold EUB Licenses
The Main Culprits and the Problems Created

The licence transfer prohibition provisions of Appendix 2, section 6, AER Directive 006 (attached) are the problem.
The culprits that rely on these provisions, to illegally avoid well abandonment responsibilities and costs, and to avoid
responsibility to properly transfer well licenses to denote who shall carry out associated responsibilities, are
irresponsible industry and the irresponsible AER administrative personnel (as opposed to AER Hearing
Commissioners). The result is that those who are indemnified by law (such as landowners or utility providers as
discussed below) are left to deal with the associated public safety problems and improperly incur related costs.
Contrary to the statutory scheme when read as a whole (including the inherent polluter pay principle), the license
transfer prohibition provisions of AER Directive 006 prohibit further transfers of well licenses – from persons who
become no longer responsible by law (for various reasons) to those who become responsible by law:
1.

after a reclamation certificate has been issued under Part 6 of the Environmental Protection and
Enhancement Act; or,

2.

if land used for well drilling or production purposes continues to be used by the same licensee or another
licensee (the land used is deemed to be reclamation except insofar as the abandoned well licensee is
concerned – that is to say that the licensee of other active wells must reclaim the land and certify it as
reclaimed after the last well at a multi-well location has been abandoned).
Well Casing or No Casing?

A few hundred feet from Anthony Henday Drive and proposed locations for a new Riverview power substation in
urban Edmonton is the location of Armisie No. 3, Well Licence No. 3291. Like wells in urban Calmar, which leaked,
giving rise to issuance of AER Directive 079: Surface Development in Proximity to Abandoned Wells, records [TAB 5]
show that a considerable length of the well’s production casing was removed and salvaged when the well was
abandoned circa 1957. Removal of casing (pipe normally cemented in place creating a manageable wellbore)
potentially creates a channel to surface for hydrocarbon and other gases, if any gas-bearing formations are present.
Locating and testing at the coordinates a well was drilled at will not necessarily identify the location of where gas
might be migrating to surface. Put another way, gas associated with a well bore, from which casing was salvaged,
can seep up at significant distance from the original well bore coordinates. The AER and OWA definitely know this.
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SPOTLIGHT ON ARMISIE NO. 3 WELL IN THE EDMONTON TRANSPORTATION UTILITY CORRIDOR
An extremely effective means of shedding light on a province-wide orphan well problem is to examine locations
were the circumstances are highly unique. Administrative decision makers and corporate employees develop habits,
which derive from making broad assumptions, which are definitely incorrect in unique circumstances. These habits
have created massive problems. The thrust of and purpose for this article is to point out that it is time to break these
extremely dangerous habits, and that the perfect opportunity to do so has arisen: Alberta Utilities Commission
Proceeding No. 23128. This body might teach the administration-heavy Alberta Energy Regulator some lessons.
Proximity of new development to abandoned wells is a matter that has never been properly adjudicated in Alberta.
The time and place to do so has finally arrived right at home, as opposed to travelling to Ottawa.
It is extremely fair to state that possibly nowhere in Alberta are countless circumstances more unique than those
related to Armisie Field in southwest Edmonton Riverview. The field, discovered in 1951 and named after Jessie
Eileen Armstrong Sr. and/or her daughter who appears to have been given the same name, is now an oil field of
reduced area. One gas well was drilled and produced for a handful of years.
The history of Armisie Field is fascinating and continues to be made. The central location was important to the first
mayor of the combined cities of Edmonton – Strathcona, George S.S. Armstrong, who purchased the land and
minerals. The location remains important to Armstrong’s ancestors, the ancestors of First Nations groups who used
and owned the land long before the Armstrong family, current landowners, and anyone who:
•

chooses Anthony Henday Drive as a route through southwest Edmonton, because their personal safety is a
critical factor; and/or

•

relies on electricity generated west of Edmonton (virtually the entire Alberta Heartland Area).
Allegations of Theft: Public Safety and Participatory Rights Have Gone Missing

Former Edmonton Mayor George S.S. Armstrong, who was subsequently appointed postmaster
of Strathcona, was unsuccessfully tried twice for alleged theft of money from his post office.
There is no question whatsoever that the licensee of most active Armisie Field oil and gas
activities has effectively stolen use of a great deal of land area land from its registered owners,
who effectively include all citizens of Alberta (some of the lands are public lands).
Crown and freehold minerals are being taken from their registered owners and being transferred
to persons – descendants of Mayor George S.S. Armstrong – potentially without the knowledge
of all registered owners including Alberta taxpayers. This of course would constitute theft.

Mayor George
S.S. Armstrong

That which has definitely been stolen are the participatory rights of Armisie Field landowners. Their personal safety,
as has that of every traveler on Anthony Henday Drive, has been stolen without the knowledge of travelers.
The AER, as well as those who hold “rubber stamp” approvals issued by this body, are the benefactors of theft of the
participatory rights of landowners and provincial taxpayers by hocus pocus. The AER essentially masquerades as a
quasi-judicial body, while the majority of its quasi-judicial decision makers (AER Hearing Commissioners) site idle.
Decisions to be made by AER Hearing Commissioners, pursuant to procedures that resemble judicial decision making,
are arbitrarily made by AER employees instead, many of whom have questionable or non-existent legal authority.
Surrendered First Nations Lands and Historic Rights
The majority of land impacted by continuing Armisie Field sour oil and gas operations was originally part of the
Stoney Plain Indian Reserve No. 135 established in the late 19th Century. On two occasions early in the 20th Century,
portions of such reserve were said to be surrendered, and were definitely sold. A parcel within land sold pursuant
to the second-alleged surrender (minerals and surface) was purchased by Mayor George S.S. Armstrong. Acting with
others including Edmonton furniture merchants, Mayor Armstrong’s son formed Armisie Oil Company Limited.
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Historic rights of the Enoch Cree First Nation, who continue to occupy the remaining portion of the Stoney Plain
Reserve No. 135, have recently been recognized (but not by oil and gas), as have the historic rights of those who
relied on a treaty that created the Papaschase Nation Reserve No. 136. Much of south Edmonton lies (but not
Armisie Field) within lands said to have been surrendered by the Papaschase Cree Nation.
On the edge of current Armisie Field, also along the edges of the North Saskatchewan River in southwest Edmonton,
is a critically important river crossing. The Enoch and Papaschase Nations formerly met to trade or wage war in the
area, and power lines and travelers cross the river here. Waters that pass under the bridge hit the intake of the E.L.
Smith water treatment plant located a short distance downstream. Life giving water continues to be important to
all Edmontonians and other Canadians further downstream, but is essentially unprotected from Armisie Field risks.
Legacies
Anthony Henday’s legacy is remembered by naming the freeway after him. The City of Edmonton and the Enoch
Cree seek to create a legacy of reconciliation here on Armisie Field lands (as do others working with the Chief of the
Papaschase Nation). The City of Edmonton re-named a portion of 23rd Avenue to promote such purposes.
Edmonton City Council recently voted to request the Province of Alberta to create a park here, to be managed by
the Enoch Cree Nation.
The air in the proposed park would often contain sour gas, as river valley air has in the area for over sixty years. In
many ways we are moving backward related to oil and gas management in Alberta. This is evident on a plain reading
of six 1951 well licenses and related application forms issued to Armisie Oil Company Limited. The responsibilities
of the licensees and the AER are written on the face of valid licenses, which the AER claims it possess no jurisdiction
to administrate.
Alberta’s abandoned well legacy can, and perhaps should, be re-written here. The opportunity to do so presents
itself in an unlikely form to most Albertans, which is well known to those who work in the area of “surface rights”:
There is crossover between power line and upstream oil and gas law principles – solutions come from strange places.
Riverview Needs a Power Supply, but Overlooked Problems Stand in the Way
The Riverview Area of Edmonton, until recently largely undeveloped, is now undergoing development for residential
and commercial uses. A substation to provide electric energy to the area is urgently needed. The proposed location
is in close proximity to the abandoned Armisie No. 3 well, and a gas-emitting oil tank battery, which is not needed.
The three parties seeking to provide power are not responsible by law, and are prevented by law, from dealing with
the risks associated with Armisie No. 3. Notwithstanding that they are not legally entitled to do so, utility providers
appear to be bound and determined to contravene laws they appear not to understand. The safety of human and
other life forms hang in the balance, just as the lives of Alberta farmers, travelers, and school children are
unnecessarily put at risk above and near abandoned wells all across urban and rural Alberta.
Eventually Alberta will have well over 450,000 abandoned wells, some 1,500 of which are in urban locations.
The Alberta Energy Regulator has been formally requested on countless occasions, but has unofficially refused once,
to decide who is responsible to mitigate public safety risks associated with five abandoned Armisie Field wells,
numerous active wells, two active facilities, and numerous pipelines. Several of these wells are “orphans”, are
licensed to incorrect companies, and are “legacy” wells as per an AER and Department of Energy term.
Armisie No. 3 is among this group but is unique in one respect: It is located on public lands, pursuant to which a
unique statutory scheme governs, and where the Surface Rights Act is inapplicable. Review of these factors and the
facts, one by one, peels away the layers of the onion that hold within them the solution to well abandonment across
the province. Doing so will likely cause politicians and executives within irresponsible factions of industry and the
AER to cry uncontrollably. But cry they must for Albertans shall not be safe until we roll up our sleeves, drill down
to the core of abandoned well issues, and solve them once and for all for the benefit of the entire country.
4
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The Riverview Area needs a new substation and the locations chosen are shown as Location A and B below.
When EPCOR Distribution & Transmission Inc. advised area landowners of its plan, the author proactively prepared
and provided a report dated March 15, 2017. At the time there was flaring and gas venting occurring from the tank
battery show below (a common occurrence for decades). The location of an October 2015 sour gas plume is shown.
The only two portions of the related lands, which have associated, complete, surface leases, pertain to the six-well
so-called Drilling Pad at LSD 3-4, outlined by two small red squares labelled 1 and 2 in the figure below.
The focus of this article is orphan wells. However, the tank battery risks are higher and the tank battery is not needed
to produce the oil wells in the area. If the tank battery were eliminated (tanks do not belong in cities or
transportation corridors), there are more choices to relocate the substation further from the Armisie No. 3 well.
The Alberta Energy Regulator has full discretion to direct a move or elimination of the tank battery. The body has
been requested to do so formally by freehold landowners. Alberta Infrastructure, utility providers, and possibly the
Alberta Utilities Commission are entitled to do the same. The Alberta Utilities Commission is absolutely entitled to
question whether such option has been investigated, and if so, precisely why such an option has been ruled out.

It must be stressed that potential lack of mineral rights arose when a problem with the former sales gas pipeline
(shown above) occurred. The licensee of active wells sought an enhanced recovery scheme approval, which
landowners were only partially opposed to. The issue, formally raised by landowners, which impacted the AER’s
jurisdiction to grant gas re-injection (for enhanced recovery and pipeline failure reasons) was whether or not the
Armstrong/Watson minerals are leased. The inadequate administrative decision is silent on many key issues raised.
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ARMISIE NO. 3 FACTS
The company said to lease the minerals relies on Directive 006 to argue it is not responsible. The reader should
note that the author has obtained all records for Armisie Field wells in private lands from the AER and had regard to
them, but has not done so related to public lands or Armisie No. 3. Therefore, facts related to other wells drilled by
Armisie Oil Company in 1951, which are known, have been used to fill in some blanks so to speak. Other facts were
obtained from the public records of Armisie Oil Company (“Armisie Oil”) obtained from provincial archives.
1.
(Crude oil) Well Licence No. 0003291 was issued on August 17, 1951 to Armisie Oil Company Limited (as it
then was), which non-existent company continues to be named as well licensee despite the fact that the corporation
was wound up and struck from the corporate registry on April 15, 1964 (at which time the well became an “orphan”
according to the interpretation of some persons of such term, which term remains undefined by statute).
2.
Associated with the well licence application (see Application for Armisie No. 4 at [TAB 1]) is a drawing,
certified by an Armisie Oil executive and a lawyer, of the well bore coordinates for Armisie No. 3 [TAB 2] within Legal
Subdivision (“LSD”) 11 of section 4, township 52, range 25, west of the 4th meridian (11-4-52-25 W4M). As is
similarly the case with five of six 1951 well licence applications filed by Armisie Oil, no well site boundaries or road
access is shown on said drawing.
3.
In 1952 each well licence application had a space for the licence issuer to insert details of the surface area
required to drill or operate the proposed well. This space was left blank on five application forms obtained from the
AER (see TAB 1).
4.
At the date of well licensing, the owner of the surface and minerals within LSD 11-4-52-25 W4M was Dr.
William Sloan Seale (W.S.S) Armstrong (son of Mayor Armstrong). Dr. Armstrong was also a founder, director, and
officer of Armisie Oil and member of an investor group calling itself the Armisie Syndicate.
5.
Armisie Oil bond issuance records and other documents, including 1962 surface lease agreements, claim
that on October 20, 1950, Dr. Armstrong and his sister Jessie Eileen (Armstrong) Watson (collectively as Lessor)
combined the freehold minerals underlying Section 4-52-25 W4M (“Section 4”) owned by them (the
“Armstrong/Watson Minerals” or “Watson Minerals”) and leased such minerals to others (William Newman, Louis
Podersky, Daniel Podersky and Samuel Dattner collectively as Lessee).
6.
By way of Schedule A to a Trust Deed dated January 28, 1954 [TAB 3], Armisie Oil stated that on November
15, 1950, the Lessees of the Armstrong/Watson minerals assigned their rights to the Armisie Syndicate.
7.
Dated November 21, 1950 William Newman, Louis Podersky, Daniel Podersky and Samuel Dattner filed a
Registrars Caveat (No. 2266HT) [TAB 4] as to an interest in a Petroleum and Natural Gas Lease dated October 20,
1950 related to the SW, SE, and NE quarters of Section 4 (illustrated by grey shade below).
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8.
From time to time, just prior to applying for the first five of six Armisie Field well licenses, Armisie Syndicate
assigned the rights to access minerals underlying the respective LSD (forty acre area) to Armisie Oil. That is to say
that, when the Armisie No. 3 well was spudded on August 2, 1951, Armisie Oil was said by the Armisie Syndicate to
lease the minerals underlying a total of 120 acres within Section 4 (LSD 1, LSD 2, and the subject LSD 11).

Original Armisie Field Wells
The sixteen legal subdivisions (LSD) within
Section 4 are shown at right. Prior to
Armisie No. 3 (red) the Armisie No. 1 and
2 wells (grey) were drilled. Subsequently
the Armisie Nos. 4-7 wells were drilled.
* Three of these wells are abandoned.
The “orphan legacy” wells are Armisie
Nos. 3, 4, and 6.
9.
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On October 26, 1956 Armisie No. 3 was listed as abandoned. Records [TAB 5] show casing was removed.

10.
By way of an Assignment Agreement dated August 24, 1968 reference in a caveat, Armisie Oil was said to
have assigned all of its mineral rights under a Petroleum and Natural Gas Lease to Denison Mines Ltd.
11.
On October 24, 1962, Well Licence Nos. 2713 (Armisie No. 1), 3078 (Armisie No. 2), and 3609 (Armisie No.
5) were transferred from Armisie Oil to Denison Mines Limited (Licence Nos. 3291, 3490, and 3805 for Armisie Nos.
3, 4 and 6 respectfully were not transferred).
12.
By way of Reclamation Certificate No. 6164 dated in July 1968 [TAB 6], the land related to Armisie No. 3
was certified as being reclaimed. Records obtained from the reclamation certificate repository maintained by the
Government of Alberta include no application.
13.
The Licensee of active Armisie field wells, which are completed to Armstrong/Watson Minerals, has a
Registrar’s Caveat [TAB 7] filed that states the minerals associated with the orphaned Armisie No. 3 are leased but
is unable to produce a signed copy of the relevant October 20, 1950 Petroleum and Natural Gas lease.
14.
The owners of the land upon which the Armisie Nos. 1, 2, 4 and 6 wells are located requested the Alberta
Energy Regulator (May 4, 2015) to follow legislated procedures to determine if the company referenced in Fact 13
above leases the Armstrong/Watson Minerals. The AER did not officially acknowledge or act on such request, but
general legal counsel for the AER address the matter briefly by separate letter, which stated that only the Court of
Queen’s Bench of Alberta could investigate the issues, which included leasing of minerals and orphan well risks.

ARGUMENT: APPLICABLE (OVERLOOKED) ASPECTS OF THE STATUTORY SCHEME
Discussed in this section are the provisions of law not being fully used, and in some instances not being used at all,
to “manage” Alberta upstream oil and gas liabilities. Put another way the provisions of law discussed are overlooked
and/or ignored, to the detriment of taxpayers, landowners, and municipalities, and to the improper enrichment of
those who seek to avoid their legal responsibilities including public safety and their lenders and investors.
Insofar as the provisions of law that trump AER Directives are concerned, these indicate that the licensee of active
Armisie Field wells completed to Armstrong/Watson Minerals must prove that the company is entitled to hold active
well licenses. If the company is so entitled, this also means the same company is responsible for Armisie No. 3 risks
and costs, because some active and abandoned wells are completed to the same minerals as shown below.
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Records tend to indicate that Dennison Mines Limited found the documentation of Armisie Oil deficient in
negotiations to sell and purchase Armisie field assets in 1962. There is no question that the October 20, 1950
Petroleum and Natural Gas Lease was resigned circa August of 1962 by the Lessors (Dr. Armstrong and Jessie Eileen
Watson) but was not signed by Newman, the Podersky brothers, or Samuel Dattner (the Lessee).
Denison Mines Limited became the Licensee of the Armisie Nos. 1, 2 and 5 wells on October 24, 1962. The subject
Armisie No. 3 well licence, and those licenses for the Armisie Nos. 4 and 6 wells, were not transferred, despite the
fact that none of the sites were certified as reclaimed until 1968 (four years after Armisie Oil ceased to exist).
Circumstances change: Directive 079 requirements were introduced in 2012. Enhanced recovery requires that all
abandoned well licensees consent to the proposed scheme as those being responsible for the effects of enhanced
recovery on abandoned wells (somewhat reflected by AER Directive 065).
The AER found that it was sufficient to notify Armisie Oil, still listed with the AER has a company entitled to hold well
licenses fifty two years after Armisie Oil ceased to exist. This indicates that AER Directive 067 is inconsistent with
the prevailing provisions of section 20 of the Oil and Gas Conservation Act and the Business Corporations Act. The
evidence indicates that the AER is guilty of dereliction of duty in the most basic (but critically important) aspects of
its license transfer and public safety mandates.
The Registrars Caveat at TAB 7 describes the minerals shown in grey and yellow above more or less as illustrated.
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In order to apply for, hold, or continue to hold a well licence, one (a person or company) must meet the entitlement
(section 16) and eligibility (section 20) requirements of the Oil and Gas Conservation Act, RSA 2000, c O-6 (the
“OGCA”). The eligibility requirements of the OGCA are identical to those in section 23(2) of the Mines and Minerals
Act, RSA 2000, c M-17 to be eligible to lease minerals. To be entitled to hold a well licence, one must lease or own
the minerals. Only well licensees (mineral owners or lessees) are responsible by law for everything well bore related.
The mandatory remedy for not meeting the entitlement (mineral ownership or lessee) requirements of the OGCA is
mandatory abandonment of the well under the provisions of section 3.012(a) of the Oil and Gas Conservation Rules,
AR 151/1971 (the “OGCR”).
Anyone who leases land (surface rights) or minerals (mineral or subsurface rights) must pay for the privilege and to
maintain that privilege. This is reflected in section 3.012(a) of the OGCR. Non-payment results in termination by
law of the right to access (produce) the minerals and to occupy the surface to conduct well bore activities.
If there is a lessee or working interest participant in the minerals, and a well licensee ceases to exist (meet legislated
eligibility requirements, the related well licence must be transferred to an entitled (and responsible) eligible person
or corporation. There is an expedited, legislated procedure in section 16(2) of the OGCA to determine eligibility.
Effect of the Foregoing on the Orphan Well Association, Utility Companies, and Landowners
The Orphan Well Association (“OWA”) is a not-for profit association set up and managed by industry. The OWA has
no legal authority whatsoever to do anything unless specifically directed by the AER to do so. The AER must possess
the necessary legal authority to give each direction to the OWA.
What the OWA primarily does is abandon wells and reclaim “specified land” in accordance with directions of the
AER. The OWA should be directed by the AER to do so only when a legally responsible party cannot be found to
carry out well abandonment work (which is ongoing and can be required under AER Directive 079, particularly in
locations where the land is developable). In other words, the OWA should become involved in work associated with
a well (or facility) only when there is no person that leases the related minerals (called a working interest participant).
Pursuant to the provisions of section 27 of the OGCA, no person other than a well licensee or person required by the
regulations or rules may abandon a well (which includes Directive 079 leak detection responsibilities, as per section
3.013(2) of the OGCR). Moreover, the issue of what distance new developments must be set back from an
abandoned well is a matter to be discussed between well licensee and land developers as per Directive 079:
“Applicants are strongly encouraged to address the need for a greater setback with the licensee
before submitting their application to the municipality.” (Directive 079, page 4.)
The Applicants seeking Alberta Utilities Commission approval to locate a Riverview Substation near Armisie No. 3
have overlooked critical aspects of the statutory scheme in concluding, as per application documents, that:
1.

The minimum setback from an abandoned well to new development is 5 metres. Rather this is the minimum
distance that municipalities must observe in their approval processes. A minimum distance cannot replace
the legal requirement for licensee and landowner to agree. Armisie Oil patently cannot agree to anything,
and cannot test for leaks or re-enter the well, which is precisely why well licenses must be transferred by
law, regardless of the provisions of any inferior AER Directive or any land reclamation criterion.

2.

Power utility providers (and landowners) are not authorized by law to carry out the abandoned well locating
and testing (for gas leaks) protocol set out in AER Directive 079 at page 7 (as was pointed out to those
seeking approval to construct the Edmonton Riverview substation).

Obviously whether or not a reclamation certificate has been issued is irrelevant in relation to what persons or
companies may, by law, assess and mitigate the risks associated with an abandoned well, such as gas leakage.
Abandoned wells are not removed. The statutory scheme is extremely clear in such regard: Entry upon land
previously certified as reclaimed by an operator or the OWA simply requires re-certification of the land as reclaimed.
9
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The inescapable conclusion is that the licence transfer prohibition provisions of AER Directive 006 must be ignored
as inoperative pursuant to the principle of paramountcy. These inoperative provisions (Appendix A) are most
improperly being used by the AER and mineral lessees to block licence transfers, thus allow mineral lessees to escape
the cost and responsibility of abandoned well work, including that required by law as to developable lands.
If a person leases the minerals, they must hold the well licence (regardless of the well’s status as active, suspended
or abandoned) and are ultimately responsible to assess and mitigate all well bore public safety risks. Otherwise
safety responsibilities must be dealt with by the AER, or qualified person designated by the AER, such as the OWA.
OWA Obligation to Compensate and Not to Trespass
While on the subject of the OWA and its legal entitlements, the author deviates slightly from the core subject matter
to explain the fact that industry patently does not cover orphan well costs by way of Orphan Fund levies paid by
industry (Part 11 of the OGCA). Industry and the AER simply do not explain the entire picture.
Moreover, the OWA, like any well or facility licensee, must acquire the legal right to enter upon or occupy the surface
to carry out any work assigned to the OWA by the AER and must compensate the surface owner pursuant to Alberta
law. This is where the Surface Rights Act, RSA 2000, c S-24 governs in the circumstances of well licensee bankruptcy.
An oil well licensee or the OWA (or other person designated by the AER) must lease (or obtain a right of entry order)
for that portion of land to be surveyed prior to application for a well licence as required by the provisions of section
2.020(3) of the OGCR. The surveyed area is the portion of the titled parcel, deemed to be stipulated by the AER as
land to be leased (or covered by a right of entry order). One must note that the procedure and requirements for
determining adequate site area for a facility such as a tank battery is very different from that used to determine the
area required to drill a well (adequate and regulatory-compliant facility area is governed by section 8.090 of the
OGCR, or “spacing” regulations, which have also been ignored in Riverview Substation approval applications) 1.
For obvious safety reasons, entry upon land not owned by the person doing the work, is permitted under section
101 of the OGCA for well suspension and abandonment purposes (as opposed to the Surface Rights Act for all other
entries). However, the OWA must still give the landowner notice unless there is an emergency, and must still
negotiate compensation to be paid. If the parties cannot agree, the Surface Rights Board arbitrates as to quantum
of compensation to be paid only.
In contrast, entries for land reclamation purposes are governed by section 13.1 of the Surface Rights Act. A mineral
lessee who is not a licence holder may obtain a right of entry order for reclamation purposes as may a person
designated by the AER such as the OWA. The OWA is entitled to SEEK the legal right to enter upon land for
reclamation purposes. To be eligible to apply for a right of entry order, negotiations must have occurred with the
owner and failed, seeking right of entry on the surface by surface lease agreement.
Under the provisions of section 36(5) of the Surface Rights Act, the Surface Rights Board may terminate the right of
any well licensee to enter land not owned by the licensee in the event the licensee fails to pay the landowner any
amount due to a landowner. This occurs on request of the landowner, particularly in instances where the licensee
does not emerge from bankruptcy or goes missing for other reasons.
Upon termination, the well must be abandoned by law and the Surface Rights Board then orders the Minster to pay
the landowner out of general revenue. That is to say that payment does not come out of the Orphan Fund
contributed to by industry. Payments to the landowner continue (provided the landowners makes the request of
the Surface Rights Board) until a reclamation certificate is issued (until the OWA completes backlogged work).
Alberta law also provides that the AER may assigned work currently done by the OWA to other organizations.

1

Canadian Natural Resources Limited and Trident Exploration Corp v. Red Deer (County), 2015 ABQB 220 (CanLII)
at paragraph 13.
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Legislated Procedure: Determining who are Working Interest Participants in the Minerals
The AER may require any licensee to prove they own or lease the minerals related to each well licence (that they
meet eligibility requirements). If the licensee fails to meet the burden of proof required, the AER may take many
actions. The procedure is set out in section 16(2) of the OGCA.
Essential Duty of Procedural Fairness
It was more than fair for Armisie Field landowners to request that the AER review well licenses to ensure that
minerals are leased, whereby the licensee of active operations is not trespassing, and that a responsible person
carries out Directive 079 responsibilities, so the land can be developed for utility and residential uses. The undeniable
facts are that the well licensee cannot produce a complete copy of the October 20, 1950 mineral lease or enough
surface leases to cover its operations. Several surface leases are incomplete.
The issues in Armisie Field go far beyond orphan or legacy issues, but ultimately turn on the same basic issue of
whether or not the minerals associated with each and every well licensee are leased. If they are not, minerals are
being potentially stolen and royalties are not being paid to the correct parties, and activities must be abandoned.
The right to remain on the land for well production purposes is directly tied to the right to access the related
minerals. This is clear on a plain reading of the statutory scheme as a whole. Apparently this not remotely clear to
the one body entrusted to ensure each licensee meets entitlement and eligibility requirements: The Alberta Energy
Regulator. Executives within the body and their taskmasters past and present have very serious questions to answer.
Regression in Management of Upstream Oil and Gas
At TAB 8 is a 1951 Well licence. It is not the licence for Armisie No. 3, but it is indicative of licenses of the day and
those issued for the five wells drilled by Armisie Oil on adjacent public lands.
Trespass for oil and gas purposes is a massive problem in Armisie field and is prohibited on the face of Armisie Field
well licenses, by way of requiring the licensee to observe the provisions of the former Right of Entry Arbitration Act
(replaced by the Surface Rights Act) prior to entering the land to drill the wells. The unsigned copy of an October
20, 1950 Petroleum and Natural Gas Lease produced by the license of active wells contains the same provisions.
Because the first (incomplete) surface leases are dated January 1, 1962, and because there are no surface leases
related to the Armisie Nos. 3, 4, and 6 wells, it is obvious that Alberta law and agreement and licensing terms were
not complied with, and that such lack of compliance could continue to be the case.
The AER refused jurisdiction to investigate – or refused to enforce the terms and conditions on the face of well
licenses it alone has jurisdiction to administrate. The points being made are (1) that well licenses no longer contain
such provisions, but they are inherent in the statutory scheme, considered as a whole and (2), the AER’s assessments
of its jurisdiction, and willingness to carry out its critical mandates, are highly suspect to say the very least.

THE ALBERTA UTILITIES COMMISSION MUST REVIEW APPLICABLE FACT AND LAW
The applicants for Riverview substation approval listed applicable law power line laws, but did not include any oil
and gas safety laws or related specific information. The circumstances are not normal, but the application is more
or less approached as if oil and gas risks are minimal or non-existent – as if the situation is normal.
Beyond the oil and gas risks, obvious lack of emergency response planning in the past (covered separately), and
possibilities that serious emergency response planning errors have been made but not corrected, is the fact that the
Surface Rights Act is inapplicable in the Transportation Utility Corridor.
When circumstances such as these change or deviate from the norm, applicable procedures must also be reviewed.
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CONCLUSIONS
Appendix 2, section 6, of Directive 006 is inoperative. The doctrine of paramountcy is applicable. Reclamation
certificates cannot be legally relied on to block well transfers. Industry is not remotely covering orphan well costs.
Inability to have a responsible person prevent, investigate, and mitigate abandoned well risks are largely solved by
ensuring as many well licenses as possible are held by responsible parties. The transfers required by law must occur.
However, these are not the only solutions. Requiring security deposits are another solution to delay of abandonment
and land reclamation, which requirements are circumvented, as well transfer requirements are, by the provisions of
Directive 011. Directive 011 is similarly inconsistent with the statutory scheme (topics for separate articles).
The company that claims to lease Armisie No. 3 minerals relies on Directive 006 to claim it is not responsible for
Armisie No. 3 or any other abandoned well in Armisie Field. The chances are very high that the company responsible
by law to assess Armisie Field gas explosion risks simply wishes to avoid the extremely high cost of re-entering an
abandoned well with removed casing. This is not a valid reason to approve a substation (containing ignition sources)
in close proximity to potential source of ignitable gases without risk assessment having occurred. Directive 079
responsibilities must be carried out by a legally responsible party, or trained person (such as the OWA).
The principle of paramountcy applies to the inoperative nature of other AER Directives including Directive 056. The
AER is literally instructing oil and gas how to break the law through aspects of its flawed Directives, which are
inconsistent with prevailing regulations or statutes, which is contrary to section 9 of the OGCA.
The Alberta Energy Regulator excludes those who have participatory rights from knowing how a well on their land
shall be drilled, operated, and abandoned, and how their land shall be reclaimed. Each time a mineral lease is
transferred circumstances may materially change. Participatory rights include the right to have existing decisions
reviewed by AER Hearing Commissioners. The fact that these Commissioners conduct only three proceedings per
year, which includes all types of proceedings, clearly indicate that the Regulator is adverse to challenge of its
decisions and directives, regardless of if they contain flaws or not. This is unacceptable when the issues concern
public safety and devalue land and income potential. AER administration has a choke hold on the flow of applications
to its Hearing Commissioners. This negatively impacts the ability of associated bodies to carry out their mandates.
Alberta Infrastructure and/or power utility providers should seek a well license transfer or Orphan Well Association
involvement, to mitigate Armisie No. 3 risks. The reclamation certificate at TAB 6 has no related application on file.
It is inconsistent with the statutory scheme at that time, whereby it should be reviewed by AER Hearing
Commissioners. In any event the public land managers and Alberta Utilities Commissioners must have regard to the
facts set out herein (and those additional facts related to tank battery risks) and applicable law.
Albertans can only hope that Alberta Utilities Commissioners will either reject Riverview Substation application,
requiring that oil and gas public safety risks be properly assessed and mitigated before sources of ignition are
introduced to potential gas in the area, or will conduct a co-operative proceeding with the Alberta Energy Regulator
for full transparency purposes. Certainly more transparency as to well abandonment issues in general is needed.
The Applications filed related to Alberta Utilities Commission Proceeding No. 23128 (requesting approval of the
Riverview Substation location and related interconnections) are dreadfully premature unless Alberta Energy
Regulator Hearing Commissioners are involved in the decision making process. The urgent need for power should
spur many to action and provides an opportunity for arbitrarily-made decision, made by AER administrative or legal
staff without investigation or hearings, to be properly reviewed.
Section 16(1)(a) of the Alberta Utilities Commission Act and section 18(1) of the Responsible Energy Development
Act contemplate co-operative proceedings when laws or jurisdictions overlap. Provincial Cabinet can require this.
A golden opportunity exists to investigate public safety by way of an open and transparent proceeding related to
abandoned well issues and tank operations, which the Alberta Energy Regulator is adverse to conduct.
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The author proposed rules for adoption by the AER, which would put the body’s internal decision-review procedures
on par with those of the Surface Rights Board and the Alberta Utilities Commission (related bodies). These rules and
reasons why they are urgently required were provided to the AER and to the Department of Energy.
The Alberta Energy Regulator can only salvage itself through far more properly-reasoned decision making by its
Hearing Commissioners, using processes that resemble judicial decision making, to ensure administrative decisions
made by relaxed expedient processes are fair and just, and continue to be fair and just when circumstances change.
As expert quasi-judicial decision makers with enormous and virtually unfettered investigative powers, Alberta
Utilities Commissioners are absolutely entitled, in Proceeding No. 23128, to investigate how oil and gas decisions,
which affect public safety as relates to electrical transmission development impacted by oil and gas, are being made.
It is time to start down the path towards truly responsible energy development in Alberta, while we still have a
democratic Alberta and natural resources in addition to oil and gas to enjoy. Doing so:
•

involves restoration of public safety that is currently non-existent at far too many locations and ensuring
that the Alberta Energy Regulator is not effectively amending our laws without due process of law; and

•

involves ensuring those who were involved in decisions that were made contrary to law are removed from
decision making capacities or are monitored very closely until they show they have converted and
conformed to the rule of law.

Dorin Land and Oilfield Management Inc.
Mark Dorin, January 8, 2018

ADDENDA
Appendix A
TAB 1
TAB 2
TAB 3
TAB 4
TAB 5
TAB 6
TAB 7
TAB 8

Experts from AER Directive 006
1951 Well Licence Application Form
Licence Drawing. Well Bore Coordinates, Armisie No. 3 (Well Licence 0003291)
1954 Armisie Oil Company Trust Deed
Registrar’s Caveat No. 2266HT as to interest in 1950 Freehold Mineral Lease
Armisie Oil Company Records Show Casing Removed and Salvaged
Reclamation Certificate No. 6164 (July 1968)
Registrar’s Caveat No. 0921523366 as to interest in 1950 Freehold Mineral Lease
Representative 1951 Well Licence

A PowerPoint “Who’s Responsible?” is or shortly shall be available under the Publications section of our website.
The presentation expands on the orphan well topic, Armisie Field issues in general, and proposes a framework for
how to address mass confusion and unacceptable government “finger pointing” related to upstream oil and gas
decision making.
www.albertasurfacerights.net
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Appendix A

Licence Transfer Prohibition Provisions of AER Directive 006
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TAB 1
1951 Well Licence Application Form

Note that the space to state
the surface area assigned to
well is left blank
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TAB 2
Licence Drawing. Well Bore Coordinates, Armisie No. 3 (Well Licence 0003291)

Note that no site area is
shown. Only the well bore
coordinates are shown
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TAB 3
1954 Armisie Oil Company Trust Deed. Shows mineral chain of title as per Armisie Oil Company Ltd.
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TAB 4
Registrar’s Caveat No. 2266HT as to interest in 1950 Freehold Mineral Lease (November 21, 1951)
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TAB 5
Armisie Oil Company Records Show Casing Removed and Salvaged
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TAB 6
Reclamation Certificate No. 6164 (July 1968)

Note that there is no related application
form. Given that Armisie Oil ceased to
exist in April 1964: Who applied for a
reclamation certificate issued in 1968?
Reclamation certificates are reviewable
for errors of fact, jurisdiction, or law.
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TAB 7
Registrar’s Caveat No. 0921523366 as to interest in 1950 Freehold Mineral Lease
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TAB 8

Representative 1951 Well Licence
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